FIRE SERVICE

In July, 2015 Shri Amar Kumar Roy, Assistant Sub Inspector, In-charge, Fire Station, Haddo Wharf went to the G.B. Pant Hospital, Port Blair to consult about stomach pain and after consulting the doctor when he came out from Hospital for proceeding to FSHaddo Wharf at about 1130 hrs he noticed fire inside the hospital. ASIA.K. Roy showed extra-ordinary presence of mind and sharply responded by going back inside the hospital and inquired the duty Nurse near OPD about the fire. Immediately, after inquiring he took out one CO2 Extinguisher installed in the OPD block and rushed to the Blood Bank at first floor, where dense smoke was emanating and the flame had engulfed the entire electrical panel board. Despite in dangerous situation, Shri A.K. Roy, ASI swung into action by putting his life in risk and completely doused the blaze.